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5 Handles professional cryolipolysis slimming machine is a non-invassive procedure, which uses
a targeted cooling process to kill the fat cells underneath the skin, freezing them to the point of
elimination. This professional machine features with 5 handles for body sculpturing, five treatment
is by fat freezing application, including 360degree cryo handle, two small handles, mid handle, big
handle.
Four cryo handles can work at the same time.
Professional electronic structure to ensure stable working.
CoolSculpting Machine for Sale Treatment Handles
This professional cryolipolysis machine features with 5 handles for body sculpturing, five
treatment is by fat freezing application, including 360degree cryo handle, two small handles, mid
handle, big handle.
LONGER COOLING PLATES – The
maximum treatment area is over 40% of
the cooling plate.
MEDICAL SILICA GEL – Effectively
observe the treatment and protect the
skin.
TOUCH
SCREEN
–
Real-time
monitoring treatment head temperature
change error alarm.
UNIQUE TREATMENT HEAD – Unique
double chin treatment handpiece.

Anti-freeze membrane
Anti-freeze membrane is an important and necessary part of every, single treatment with the most
advanced method of eliminating fat - Cryolipolysis,which would provide ideal guidance cold with
minimum loss of energy and also acted as a better protection of the surface layer of the skin.
Effectively protect the skin from direct exposure to the low temperature.
Enables rapid management of cold air into the subcutaneous tissue to stored fat cells in order to
affect the most efficient Cryolipolysis.

Technical Parameters
Voltage

220V/50Hz or 110V/50Hz or 110V/60Hz

Cryo output temperature

5 degree~ -16℃ degree

Vacuum output pressure

0-100Kpa

Cooling liquid

Pure water, with two 9L

Default working time

0-60 minutes

Power consumption

≤400W

Weight

45KGS (NW) / 65KGS (GW)

Machine Measure

105cm*470*550mm

Outside Package

59*57*131mm

Advantages
Power supply, imported from Meanwell, Taiwan, to ensure the machine to keep working over 12
hours.
Electromagenatic valve, imported from USA, to control the suction and release precisely and
stably.
Cooling system Water cooling + Wind + Semiconductor.
Contact Skin Parts: Medical use silicon, soft to make customer feel comfortable during
treatment.
Proportional valve, imported from Germany, to control the vacuum power.
Four Air pump, imported from Taiwan, Four drainage system, double water pump.
Cooling temperature: -16~5 degree.
Vacuum Power: 100KPa(max).
Quality ABS case
Four cooling system with 14L water tanks which ensure machine can working non-stop 12
hours etc.
Four Cro handles can work at the same time. Professional inner electronic structure to ensure
stable working.
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